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these were two very different animals.
I’ve found Bruce’s observation to be generally true. Ten 

years ago, I thought there was a wider range of sound 
quality even among DACs of similar prices—and maybe, 
back then, there was. But since that time, in my experience, 
the range has narrowed. Though sound quality is the lion’s 
share of what counts with any audio component, I think 
that, for a given price, a new DAC’s appearance and fea-
tures are beginning to have proportionately more impact in 
the market. Hence the need to cover all formats, interface 
options, and functions.

They’re so damn hard to tell apart!”
So exclaimed my longtime pal and fellow 

audiophile Bruce Rowley when I revealed to 
him that T+A Elektroakustik’s new DAC 8 
DSD digital-to-analog converter ($3995) had 

arrived for review, just after I’d finished writing up the Ayre 
Acoustics Codex DAC–headphone amp ($1795).1 Bruce had 
recently compared his own brand-new Codex with a DAC 
he’d owned for a couple years, both costing about the same 
but built to very different designs. He was surprised that, 
after carefully matching levels and working to eliminate any 
other variables, they sounded more alike than not, and only 
slightly different even after hours of listening. Technically, 

Description D/A processor 

with four selectable 

oversampling algorithms for 

PCM playback (FIR kurz, FIR 

lang, Bézier, Bézier/IIR) and 

DSD Direct DSD Signal Path 

via T+A True 1-bit converter. 

Analog outputs: high level 

(RCA), 2.5V with 22 ohms 

output impedance; balanced 

(XLR), 5.0V with 44 ohms 

output impedance. Digital 

inputs: 4 S/PDIF coaxial, 1 

optical TosLink, 1 AES/EBU, 

all handling 16/24-bit data at 

sample rates from 32kHz to 

192kHz;1 USB (Device mode) 

USB Class 2 Mode; support 

for asynchronous data 

transfer; PCM Mode, 

16/24/32-bit data with 

sample rates from 44.1kHz to 

384kHz; DSD Mode, DSD64, 

DSD128, DSD256, DSD512 

(Mac OS up to DSD128). 

Digital output: 1 coax, IEC 

60958 (CDDA/LPCM). 

Analog filter: phase-linear 

filter with bandwidth 

switching at 60 or 120kHz 

for DSD. Frequency ranges: 

44.1kHz PCM, 2Hz–20kHz; 

48kHz PCM, 2Hz–22kHz; 

96kHz PCM, 2Hz–40kHz; 

192kHz PCM, 2Hz–80kHz; 

384kHz PCM, 2Hz–100kHz; 

DSD64, 2Hz–44kHz; 

DSD128, 2Hz–60kHz; 

DSD256, 2Hz–80kHz; 

DSD512, 2Hz–100kHz. Total 

harmonic distortion: 

<0.001%. Signal/noise: 

116dB. Channel separation: 

110dB. Standby power 

consumption: <0.2W.

Dimensions 10.6" (270mm) 

W by 3.75" (95mm) H by 

10.6" (270mm) D. Weight: 

8.8 lbs (4kg).

Finish Case, black aluminum 

42; cover, silver aluminum 43.

Serial number of unit  

reviewed 2606 3245 00098.

Price $3995. Approximate 

number of dealers: 12.  

Warranty: 3 years.

Manufacturer T+A Elek-

troakustik GmbH & Co. KG, 

Planckstrasse 9-11, D-32052 

Herford, Germany. Tel: (49) 

(0)52-21/76-76-0. Fax: (49) 

(0)52-21/76-76-76. Web: 

www.ta-hifi.de. US distribu-

tor: Rutherford Audio Inc., 

12649 E. Caley Avenue #116, 

Centennial, CO 80111.  

Tel: (303) 872-6285. Web: 

www.rutherfordaudio.com.

SPECIFICATIONS

JON IVERSON

T+A Elektroakustik DAC 8 DSD
D/A PROCESSOR

1 See review in the June 2016 issue: www.stereophile.com/content/ayre-acoustics-
codex-da-headphone-amplifier.
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I
measured the T+A DAC 8 DSD 

with my Audio Precision SYS2722 

system (see the January 2008 

“As We See It,” http://tinyurl.

com/4ffpve4). Sources were either 

digital signals fed via AES/EBU or 

TosLink from the SYS2722, or WAV and 

AIFF test-tone files played with Pure 

Music 3.0 on my MacBook Pro running 

on battery power and fed via USB. 

Apple’s USB Prober utility identified 

the processor as the “DAC 8 DSD HD-

Audio” from “T+A elektroakustik,” and 

confirmed that the T+A’s USB input 

operated in the optimal isochronous 

asynchronous mode. The AES/EBU and 

S/PDIF inputs accepted data sampled 

at up to 192kHz. Apple’s AudioMIDI 

app indicated that the T+A DAC oper-

ated at all PCM sample rates from 32 

to 384kHz via USB, with bit depths 

of up to 32. The DAC 8 successfully 

decoded DSD64 and DSD128 data fed 

it via USB from the MacBook. I left the 

Clean/Wide switch in the Wide posi-

tion for all the measurements.

The T+A’s volume control oper-

ates in steps of 1.25dB. The maximum 

levels with 44.1kHz data were 4.36V 

from the balanced output, 2.175V 

from the unbalanced output, and 6V 

from the headphone output, all with 

correct absolute polarity. The balanced 

output impedance at 20Hz was higher 

than the specified 44 ohms but still 

low at 114 ohms, dropping slightly to 

104 ohms at higher frequencies; the 

unbalanced impedance was 53 ohms 

at 20Hz, 48 ohms at 1kHz, and 46 

ohms at 20kHz; the headphone output 

impedance was 23 ohms at all audio 

frequencies, which is a bit higher than 

is optimal for driving low-impedance 

’phones. (The DAC 8’s manual doesn’t 

recommend using it with headphones 

of less than 30 ohms impedance.)

Measuring the DAC 8 with PCM 

data was complicated by the fact that 

there are four options of digital recon-

struction filter, displayed on the front 

panel as “FIR1,” “FIR2,” “Bez1,” and 

“Bez2.” Figs. 1–4 show the impulse re-

sponse of each filter with 44.1kHz data. 

FIR1/Filter 1 (Standard FIR, fig.1) is 

the colors reversed. There are four small screws on the 
otherwise featureless flat top and, on the bottom, four metal 
feet padded with felt. The only fault I found in the cabinet 
was that it rang a bit, depending on where I tapped it. There 
were several different pitches available on the top and side 
panels; with soft mallets or fingertips, I could play a nice 
tropical tune. Seriously.

On the front are 11 small buttons of identical size, a small 
display, and a single headphone jack. Starting on the left is 
the On switch, and below that a group of four buttons. To 
reduce clutter while accommodating the DAC’s eight in-
puts, each selector button represents two inputs. Above each 
button is a light that glows red or blue, depending on which 
input the button has selected. Once you select an input with 
a button, the DAC remembers that input unless you hit the 
button twice—very clever. (The display, too, tells you which 
input you’ve selected.) Two buttons select among the four 
S/PDIF inputs: one button for Opt (optical) or BNC input, 
and one to select between AES and USB inputs.

The next group of buttons select between normal and 
inverted polarity, four digital filter options, and the user’s 
choice of either Clean or Wide modes (explained below). 
Finally, there are volume up and down buttons, activated 
with a Line/Variable switch on the rear panel. I always pre-
fer a round knob for volume, especially with any device that 
can be used as a preamp, but these buttons scale the volume 
intuitively, and were easy to get used to. The volume indica-
tor ranges in setting from “0” to “64,” and two independent 
volume levels can be set: one each for the rear outputs and 
the headphone jack. When headphones are plugged in, a 
relay mutes the rear-panel outputs.

Which brings me to T+A’s DAC 8 DSD, which, for 
those who want to set up an all-digital system, has about as 
perfect and complete—on paper—a feature set as I’ve seen in 
recent months. And though T+A also offers state-of-the-art 
metal cathedrals of beauty for those willing to spend big—eg, 
their top-of-the-line combination SACD/CD player and 
DAC, the PDP 3000 HV, costs $22,500—the DAC 8 DSD 
comes in a compact, attractive, no-nonsense housing at less 
than a fifth of that price.

Ooh, it makes me wonder

I first saw the DAC 8 DSD in the flesh last January, at the 
2016 Consumer Electronics Show, where I often pros-
pect for review ideas. It’s an updated version of the DAC 
8, released a few years back, and it wasn’t in T+A’s main 
display—but after the company’s Jim Shannon went through 
the bullet points and explained how T+A’s flagship signal-
path circuit designs had trickled down to the DAC 8 DSD’s 
price range, I quickly moved it up to my short list. I won-
dered: could I get one for extended listening? The answer 
was yes, and a couple months later it appeared.

The DAC 8 DSD is a hefty component of modest size, 
weighing 8.8 lbs and measuring 10.6" square by 3.75" high. 
Its appearance is minimalist and formal, great care obviously 
having been given to each element’s proportions and place-
ment. In short, without trying too hard, it looks great. And 
there’s an equally attractive matching power amplifier to go 
with it, the Amp 8 ($2800).

The main enclosure is a matte-black box of metal, 
rounded at the corners and stacked between two 1⁄4"-thick 
slabs of silver aluminum—like an ice-cream sandwich with 

M E A S U R E M E N T S

Fig.1 T+A DAC 8, FIR1 impulse response (one 

sample at 0dBFS, 44.1kHz sampling, 4ms time 

window).

Fig.2 T+A DAC 8, FIR2, impulse response (one 

sample at 0dBFS, 44.1kHz sampling, 4ms time 

window).
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Finishing off the rear inputs are an Ethernet jack for 
“future extensions” and a Ctrl (control) interface for use in 
combination with Crestron- or AMX-type home-automa-
tion systems. Finally, there’s a standard AC connector for 
the removable power cord. The only feature missing at this 
point—and who knows if it will matter in the long run—is 
MQA.

Also included is a small, nicely designed plastic remote 
control that includes all of the functions found on the front 
panel, as well as a handy Mute button (which the front 
panel lacks). The remote was easy to use, and became my 
preferred method for controlling the DAC 8 DSD, espe-
cially when I also used it as a preamp.

The external temperature of the case maxed out at a 
gentle 93°F—a modest warmth compared to DACs such as 
the Ayre Codex, which hits 108° after settling in.

And did you know

Several DAC 8 DSD users have reported that the way to 
go for the best sound, assuming you have a PC with the 
computing power, is to use Signalyst’s HQPlayer upsam-
pling multichannel audio player, by itself or with Roon, to 
upsample everything to DSD512 and then output that to the 
T+A. Since I kept my focus on using the T+A as is, without 
the additional variable of external software and its possible 
effects on the sound, I’ll leave that for others to sort out. But 
with a DAC as endowed as this one is, it might be worth 
looking into.

Yes, there are two paths you can go by

As mentioned earlier, the DAC 8 DSD incorporates some 

Who shines white light and wants to show

Above these buttons is the high-resolution monochromatic 
display, which momentarily indicates the status of any 
control whose button you’ve just pushed, including volume, 
then reverts to the input sample rate. Below the sample rate 
is a bar that shows the volume level at all times, and addi-
tional small indicators that let you know if a signal is locked, 
if USB in running in asynchronous mode, and if the outputs 
are connected. A small incline symbol lets you know that 
volume for the analog outputs is in Variable mode, as 
switched on the back. The headphone jack is always in Vari-
able mode, so the incline shows up whenever ’phones are 
plugged in.

Since the DAC 8 DSD can indeed handle DSD via 
USB, the display shows the DSD rate in MHz. The manual 
includes a handy conversion table, though it took me a few 
days to get comfortable with these. For example, DSD64 
appears on the display as either “2M8 DSD” or “3M1 DSD” 
(2.8MHz or 3.1MHz), depending on whether the base 
clock is 44.1 or 48kHz; DSD128 is displayed as “5M6 DSD” 
or “6M1 DSD”; and so on, all the way up to “22M6 DSD” 
or “24M6 DSD,” for DSD512.

At the left of the rear panel are balanced (XLR) and 
unbalanced (RCA) analog outputs, along with the Variable/
Fixed switch and an RCA digital output. In the middle is a 
generous assortment of inputs: four S/PDIF (RCA), BNC, 
optical, AES/EBU, and USB. The USB input accepts PCM 
up to 32-bit/384kHz and DSD up to DSD512; DSD256 
and DSD512 are possible only with USB streams from Win-
dows operating systems. Detailed setup instructions for this 
are available on T+A’s website.

typical of a conventional Finite Impulse 

Response filter, with symmetrical ring-

ing to either side of the single 0dBFS 

example; FIR2/Filter 2 (the Impulse 

Optimized filter, fig.2) is similar, but 

with fewer coefficients; Bez1/Filter 3 

(the Bézier Interpolator plus IIR, fig.3) 

is a very short asymmetrical filter simi-

lar to that used by Ayre Acoustics in its 

QB-9DSD and Codex DACs;1 and Bez2/

Filter 4 (the Pure Bézier Interpolator, 

fig.4) is a very short time-symmetrical 

filter with no ringing. Though difficult 

to see at the scale these graphs are 

reproduced, there are differences in the 

peak levels of these four impulses. In 

fact, the level of a 1kHz tone at –12dBFS 

changed with some filter settings and 

some sample rates. For example, with 

Bez1 and FIR2, the level with 44.1 and 

96kHz data was 1.4dB lower than it was 

with 192kHz data. With FIR1, the level 

at 44.1kHz was the same as at 192kHz, 

but was 1.4dB lower at 96kHz. The only 

filter with which the level was the same 

at all three sample rates was Bez2.

Figs. 5–8 show the frequency-

domain behavior of the four filters 

with the DAC 8 fed 24/44.1 PCM data 

representing a 19.1kHz tone at 0dBFS 

and white noise at –4dBFS.2 FIR1 (fig.5) 

Fig.3 T+A DAC 8, Bez1, impulse response (one 

sample at 0dBFS, 44.1kHz sampling, 4ms time 

window).

Fig.4 T+A DAC 8, Bez2, impulse response (one 

sample at 0dBFS, 44.1kHz sampling, 4ms time 

window).

Fig.5 T+A DAC 8, FIR1, wideband spectrum of 

white noise at –4dBFS (left channel red, right 

magenta) and 19.1kHz tone at 0dBFS (left blue, 

right cyan), with data sampled at 44.1kHz (20dB/

vertical div.).

1 Jon Iverson did comment that he felt this filter 

made the DAC 8 sound similar to the Ayre proces-

sors; see fig.1 at http://tinyurl.com/zvkq6m8.

2 My thanks to Jürgen Reis, of MBL, for suggesting 

this test to me.
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ers in most cases do not dis-
close what actually happens in 
their chips, so we really could 
not depend upon a third-party 
chipmaker to help us create a 
truly reference DSD decoder. 
This is why we chose to con-
struct our own 1-bit converter, 
to be sure that everything 
is done in a fully optimized 
way.” He added that jitter is 
also minimized by placing the 
clock oscillators and convert-
ers as physically close to each 
other as possible.

When all are one and one is all

Following conversion from 
PCM or DSD, either signal is 
then sent to the same analog 
section, also with technology 
developed for T+A’s expensive 

HV series. This includes a completely discrete I/V conver-
sion circuit with selected high-frequency transistors, and a 
completely discrete analog reconstruction filter stage with 
matched JFET audio FETs. 

For setting output level, the signal is finally sent to a preci-
sion resistor ladder—a fully symmetrical, balanced design. 
T+A notes that, unlike the “far more expensive” gold-
contact relays used in their megabuck products, high-quality 
electronic switches are used in the DAC 8 DSD. Also, the 
resistors in the DAC 8 DSD’s volume control are from 
Vishay’s MMU series of surface-mount devices (SMDs), 

of the technology developed for 
T+A’s more expensive products. 
The most significant of these 
is the implementation of two 
completely separate signal paths 
for PCM and DSD, which 
T+A feels is the only way to 
properly optimize processing 
for each format. This means 
that the DAC 8 DSD contains 
two sets of D/A converters, 
including a 1-bit converter that, 
T+A points out, does not at any 
point convert the DSD signal 
to PCM. In fact, when switch-
ing between DSD and PCM 
sources, you can hear a pair of 
relays click as the circuit logic 
shunts the signal from one path 
to the other.

For PCM conversion, T+A 
uses their Quadruple Converter 
circuit, which uses a total of 
four DACs per channel in a 
double-differential configura-
tion claimed to perfectly cancel out converter errors and 
nonlinearities while increasing dynamic range by 6dB. 
On the DSD side, a proprietary T+A discrete-component 
design is used, avoiding the conversion to PCM performed 
by most converters.

T+A’s chief design engineer, Lothar Wiemann, explained 
to me that “We found that it is very difficult to preserve a 
true DSD signal path with readymade chips. IC manufactur-

features a very sharp rolloff above the 

audioband, with the level of the image 

at 25kHz of the 19.1kHz tone sup-

pressed by almost 90dB. Though the 

second and fourth harmonics of the 

tone can be seen, they are very low in 

level. By contrast, FIR2 (fig.6) features 

a very slow ultrasonic rolloff, with the 

25kHz image suppressed by just 15dB 

and a large number of aliasing compo-

nents present in the audioband. With 

this filter, the DAC 8 offers similar 

behavior to the “NOS” DACs whose 

sound some audiophiles adore. Bez1 

(fig.7) offers a slow rolloff and poor 

image suppression similar to those 

of FIR2, but without the audioband 

aliasing. Bez2 (fig.8) offers a slower 

rolloff starting at 10kHz, with a sharply 

defined null at the sample rate.

I haven’t shown the frequency re-

sponses with FIR1 and FIR2, which are 

flat almost to the Nyquist frequency 

(half of each sample rate). But Bez1 

and Bez2 offered some anomalous 

behavior. Fig.9 shows the response 

with PCM data sampled at 44.1, 96, 

and 192kHz and with the responses 

normalized to eliminate the level dif-

ference noted above. Some peaking is 

Fig.6 T+A DAC 8, FIR2, wideband spectrum of 

white noise at –4dBFS (left channel red, right 

magenta) and 19.1kHz tone at 0dBFS (left blue, 

right cyan), with data sampled at 44.1kHz (20dB/

vertical div.).

Fig.7 T+A DAC 8, Bez1, wideband spectrum of 

white noise at –4dBFS (left channel red, right 

magenta) and 19.1kHz tone at 0dBFS (left blue, 

right cyan), with data sampled at 44.1kHz (20dB/

vertical div.).

Fig.8 T+A DAC 8, Bez2, wideband spectrum of 

white noise at –4dBFS (left channel red, right 

magenta) and 19.1kHz tone at 0dBFS (left blue, 

right cyan), with data sampled at 44.1kHz (20dB/

vertical div.).

The DAC8 DSD uses separate 

D/A converters for DSD and 

PCM data.
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to rely on what the designer decided was the “best” set of 
trade-offs among those inherent in all filters. Of course, this 
works only if the designer has supplied some good filter op-
tions in the first place.

The first two of the four filters in the DAC 8 DSD are 
variations on the standard finite impulse response (FIR) 
filter, probably the most common type found in DACs. FIR 
filters trade off their low-pass frequency-response accuracy 
with pre- and post-ringing artifacts that show up in the 
audio signal. T+A’s two options adjust these variables with 
differing results: less ringing, but also less linearity, in the 
frequency response; or perfect frequency response, but at the 
expense of some deleterious ringing artifacts that rob music 
of its impact and spatial detail. Choose your poison.

Even better, in my opinion, are the DAC 8 DSD’s two 
custom Bézier filters, the likes of which T+A has been 
developing for years. A Bézier curve—the smoothest path 
calculated through a given number of data points—is often 
used in graphics or, in our case, audio samples. Wiemann 
said that T+A’s filters are a spline interpolation using Bézier 
curves, and that “the Bézier interpolation algorithm has 
no pre-ringing and no post-ringing. It has the best impulse 
response of all technically possible oversampling methods.”

But as we saw earlier, with filters there’s always a trade-
off—and in this case it’s a gradual rolloff in frequency 
response that starts at 12–15kHz at low sampling rates (44.1 
or 48kHz). And so T+A provides another Bézier filter: an 
interpolator plus an infinite impulse response (IIR) correc-
tion stage that combines a very good impulse response (not 
as good as the pure Bézier, though) with a very accurate and 
flat frequency response at high frequencies. The filter rolloff 
is less of a problem at higher sampling rates. Again, pick 

instead of the bulkier and more expensive Vishay CMF55 
resistors used in T+A’s HV series.

Don’t be alarmed now

Another feature of the DAC 8 DSD is its Clean/Wide op-
tion, to prevent possible system meltdowns. An analog filter 
with a gentle slope is used to remove any high-frequency 
noise from DSD sources because, as Wiemann explained, 
“DSD64 signals have a very very high noise floor rising 
steeply above 20kHz. This noise floor is very negative—it 
leads to all sorts of problems like intermodulation, and sub-
stantial rise of voice-coil temperature in the tweeter. Other 
side effects might be additional heat in the amplifier, leading 
to a decrease in bias current and, in turn, to a lower class-A 
power range. All these effects are negative for the sound, 
and these effects can be avoided by properly filtering out the 
high-frequency noise.”

So what the Clean setting actually does is to use a gentle 
slope, starting around 30kHz, to scrub the unwanted HF 
noise when using DSD64. The Wide setting is recommend-
ed for all other formats, as PCM doesn’t have this problem, 
and higher DSD rates have lower ultrasonic noise floors 
than DSD64. During my listening, I used the Wide setting 
at all times for all formats, without problem. T+A also notes 
that folks who buy their amplifiers can also use the Wide 
setting in all cases.

There’s a feeling I get

And now for one of my favorite features of the DAC 8 
DSD: switchable custom filters! Why do I get a warm, fuzzy 
feeling when I see these? Simply because they can be used 
to fine-tune certain aspects of the sound, and I don’t have 

evident in the top two audio octaves 

at the two lower rates before the ex-

pected rolloff. Only at 192kHz does the 

ultrasonic content roll off as expected, 

though this occurs somewhat below 

the 96kHz Nyquist frequency. With 

data at 384kHz (not shown) the output 

is down by 2.5dB at 100kHz, and by 

10dB at 168kHz. No peaking is evident 

with the Bez2 filter (fig.10), but the ear-

lier rolloff is evident at all three rates, 

with the output at 20kHz down by 

almost 3dB with 44.1kHz data (green 

and gray traces).

The DAC 8’s noise floor was free 

from any power-supply–related spuriae 

(fig.11), and channel separation was 

superb, at >125dB below 1kHz and still 

113dB at 20kHz. Increasing the bit depth 

from 16 to 24 with a dithered 1kHz tone 

at –90dBS dropped the noise floor by 

>20dB, which implies resolution of 

almost 20 bits (fig.12). This is superb 

resolution, and was not affected by the 

choice of filter. One puzzle: This graph 

was taken with AES/EBU data, and the 

24-bit tone is accompanied by odd-

order harmonics. These harmonics were 

absent when I repeated the test with 

USB data (not shown), which makes 

me wonder if, with AES/EBU data, the 

24th bit was being truncated. Never-

theless, with undithered 16-bit data at 

Fig.9 T+A DAC 8, Bez1, frequency response at 

–12dBFS into 100k ohms with data sampled at: 

44.1kHz (left channel green, right blue), 96kHz (left 

cyan, right magenta), 192kHz (left blue, right red) 

(1dB/vertical div.).

Fig.10 T+A DAC 8, Bez2, frequency response at 

–12dBFS into 100k ohms with data sampled at: 

44.1kHz (left channel green, right blue), 96kHz (left 

cyan, right magenta), 192kHz (left blue, right red) 

(1dB/vertical div.).

Fig.11 T+A DAC 8, spectrum of 1kHz sinewave, DC–

1kHz, at 0dBFS into 100k ohms (left channel blue, 

right red; linear frequency scale).
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aware that T+A’s Lothar Wiemann is a prog-rock fanatic, 
I pulled out four favorites: Happy the Man’s Crafty Hands 
(CD, BMG 37616), Gong’s Gazeuse! (CD, Virgin CDV-
2074), Camel’s Mirage (CD, Deram 8206132), and Führs & 
Fröhling’s Ammerland (CD, Nordsee 22011). Yes, I just heard 
groans from some of you—but if you haven’t heard these 
albums through a good system, you’re missing out.

The best recording of the lot is arguably track 3 of 
Gazeuse!, “Percolations, Parts 1 & 2"—a no-brainer demo 
track featuring great analog recording and some inspired and 
frenetic vibraphone, marimba, and drums. The drums in 
particular are manipulated throughout as the recording en-
gineers vary their placements on the soundstage, play with 
room effects, and shift the width of the image. This amazing 
track quickly reveals where a DAC is at: as the drums rattle 
around the room, lesser DACs give them a plasticky sound 
and muddier images.

The DAC 8 DSD laid out everything with finesse, clearly 
separating all layers with a strongly dynamic and wooden 
thwack as each drum is hit. Marimba and vibraphone notes 
hung in the air with natural decays, and I could easily hear 
the drums spread out, then collapse back in, and then out 
again as the mix engineer manhandled the imaging. Prob-
ably the word that best characterizes the T+A’s sound with 
this track is precision, but let me be clear: For me, more preci-
sion translates to being further inside the music, connecting 
with a recording with fewer distractions. I regard those slight 
euphonic tendencies in some products as fuzz or vagueness, 
not some romantic sheen that enhances the music. And we 
all know that what happens in vagueness stays in vagueness.

On to something musically different: Führs & Fröhling 
build their tracks around beautifully recorded acoustic gui-
tars, and with the T+A, again there was plenty of detail, and 
gobs of ambient space around the room. My notes say that 

your poison.
In all cases, T+A says it uses 56-bit data words for the 

internal processing on a high-speed processing platform, 
to keep accumulated errors to a minimum. Wiemann 
explained: “To give a hint what 56-bit accuracy means: 56 
bits mean 336dB of dynamic range—or, in other words, [the] 
computational errors of our processing engine lie 336dB be-
low a 0dBFS signal—equivalent to [192dB] below the noise 
floor of a 24-bit audio signal.”

Briefly, here’s what I heard from the four filter settings:
1) Standard FIR: too steely for my taste, everything a bit 
blunt.
2) Impulse Optimized: more diffuse, a bit of a hollow 
sound.
3) Bézier Interpolator plus IIR: better focus, less steel, great 
detail.
4) Pure Bézier Interpolator: best on paper, but maybe a bit 
too polite—had a slight watered-down effect compared to 
Filter 3.

In the end, I chose Filter 3 for pretty much all of my 
listening. My head knew that Filter 4 might be technically 
more accurate except for that rolled-off top end, but it 
lacked the immediacy and presence of Filter 3. And some-
times when doing comparisons, I reverted to Filter 1, to help 
zero in on what a DAC is doing.

And if you listen very hard

When the DAC 8 DSD arrived, I still had the most excel-
lent Ayre Acoustics Codex in my system. As soon as I’d fin-
ished reviewing the Ayre, I replaced it with the T+A and let 
it settle in for a few weeks before doing any critical listening. 
It was a smooth transition: after I’d fiddled with filters and 
settled on Filter 3, the T+A quickly made itself at home.

All the usual album suspects made appearances—but, fully 

precisely –90.31dBFS, the waveform 

was accurately reproduced (fig.13), with 

symmetry, three clearly defined DC 

voltage levels, and negligible DC offset. 

With undithered 24-bit data, the result 

was a good sinewave (not shown).

Into high impedances, the DAC 8 

DSD offered low levels of distortion. 

Fig.14 was taken with the balanced 

output driving a full-scale 50Hz 

tone into 100k ohms. The second 

harmonic is the highest in level, at 

–100dB (0.001%), and although some 

higher-order harmonics can be seen, 

these are even lower in level. The T+A’s 

line outputs were less happy with the 

punishing 600 ohm load; the level of 

the tone had to be reduced by 3dB to 

bring distortion down to an accept-

ably low level. The headphone output 

had no problem with low impedances; 

at full volume into 33 ohms, the third 

harmonic was the highest in level, at 

–90dB (0.003%, not shown).

Tested with an equal mix of 19 and 

20kHz tones, and with the combined 

waveform peaking at 0dBFS, the DAC 8 

DSD’s behavior depended on the filter 

selected. Fig.15 shows the spectrum 

of its balanced output with filter FIR1. 

Fig.12 T+A DAC 8, 44.1kHz data, spectrum with 

noise and spuriae of dithered 1kHz tone at –90dBFS 

with: 16-bit data (left channel cyan, right magenta), 

24-bit data (left blue, right red) (20dB/vertical div.).

Fig.13 T+A DAC 8, FIR1, waveform of undithered 

1kHz sinewave at –90.31dBFS, 16-bit data (left 

channel blue, right red).

Fig.14 T+A DAC 8, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave, 

DC–1kHz, at 0dBFS into 100k ohms (left channel 

blue, right red; linear frequency scale).
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measurements, continued

ments, in the June issue, of Ayre’s filter for the Codex and 
QB-9DSD look very similar to T+A’s measurements of their 
Bézier-plus-IIR option: minimal ringing, and a somewhat 
gentle rolloff in frequency response. So I’m not surprised 
that I found Filter 3 almost indistinguishable from the Ayre 
QB-9DSD and Codex. After I’ve turned in this review, we’ll 
see how the T+A performs in JA’s measurements.

I’m agnostic about DSD vs PCM, but because T+A has 
taken the trouble to provide a separate DSD signal path, it 
seemed a good idea to pit these DACs against each other 
on the basis of DSD. I sorted through a few recordings and 
finally focused on Bill Frisell’s Richter 858 (CD, Songlines 
SGLSA 15512), with its often cacophonous impressions of 
eight works by the German painter Gerhard Richter. This 
all-analog recording of Frisell’s guitar, accompanied by vio-
lin, viola, and cello, works its way through every sound these 
instruments can make and reveals plenty of detail.

The T+A shone in comparison to the Ayre pair—as, I’m 
guessing, it would have with many of the DACs I’ve had in 
the recent past. (But I’m going by instinct here; in review-
ing DACs, which can sound so similar to each other, aural 
memory just doesn’t cut it.) In a word, there was more flow 
with the DAC 8 DSD, and, at the same time, little transient 
details seemed to have a tad more snap. Again, not a huge 
difference, but noticeable when I listened for it.

Your head is humming

I also did some headphone listening while the Codex was 
still here, and on this count I give a slight edge to the Ayre, 
but only in balanced mode. (The DAC 8 DSD has only an 

the reverb size and tails in particular were handled well. The 
title track of Ammerland begins with classical-guitar arpeg-
gios, later joined by various synths and a Mellotron or two. 
Definitely the lighter side of prog, but essential nonetheless.

Camel’s second album, Mirage, heads in a more standard 
prog-rock direction—electric guitar, keyboards, bass, drums, 
etc.—and features a standout track, “Nimrodel/The Proces-
sion/The White Rider.” (I know, prog titles can be a bit 
much.) Its last two minutes comprise a stunning slide-guitar 
solo that floats all around the room, and the T+A imaged it 
as wide and as tall as I’ve ever heard it.

Finally, I popped on the 2005 Japanese pressing of Happy 
the Man’s Crafty Hands. “Open Book” has an acoustic, renais-
sance-inspired central section sandwiched between electric-
prog movements. Layering and depth were excellent, and in 
particular, the two tambourines sounded natural and clear, 
holding distinct and solid spots just off center-left and -right 
on the soundstage. These are complicated recordings, and 
the DAC 8 DSD let me hear clearly into their many parts.

If we all call the tune

I still had Ayre’s Codex and QB-9DSD on hand, and did some 
listening back and forth with the T+A. In my review of the 
Codex last June, I’d praised it (and the QB-9DSD) for how 
clearly and cleanly it laid out complicated music, and the 
T+A DAC 8 DSD accomplished the same, with perhaps 
just a tad more detail and spatial depth with Filter 3. The 
tonal balances of all three DACs were very similar: blind-
folded, I couldn’t have told them apart.

It’s interesting to note that John Atkinson’s measure-

Intermodulation distortion is negligible, 

and the highest-level spuriae are the 

sampling images at 24.1 and 25.1kHz. 

FIR2 gave a messy-looking audioband 

spectrum (not shown), as expected 

from fig.6, and while filters Bez1 and 

Bez2 (fig.16) showed similarly worse re-

jection of these images, intermodulation 

was still extremely low. The headphone 

output had slightly higher intermodu-

lation, but with the 1kHz difference 

product at –96dB (0.0015%), this is still 

extremely low in absolute terms.

Finally, the T+A DAC 8 DSD offered 

superb rejection of word-clock jitter via 

its PCM inputs. Fig.17 was taken with 

TosLink-sourced 16-bit J-Test data: no 

spurious sidebands can be seen, and 

the odd-order harmonics of the low-

frequency, LSB-level squarewave are 

all at the correct level, as shown by the 

green overlay.

Measuring the T+A DAC 8 DSD, I 

was reminded of something David Rich, 

erstwhile reviewer for The Audio Critic, 

wrote at the beginning of this century: 

“Eventually all we’ll be doing is writing 

about the sounds of digital filters.” With 

the DAC 8 DSD’s measured behavior 

and sound quality so dependent on 

which of its four digital filters is in use, 

it’s difficult to make any absolute value 

judgment. But I’m not surprised that JI 

liked the sound of the Bez1 filter, which 

seems to give the best balance between 

its measured parameters.—John Atkinson

Fig.15 T+A DAC 8, FIR1, HF intermodulation spec-

trum, DC–30kHz, 19+20kHz at 0dBFS into 100k 

ohms, 44.1kHz data (left channel blue, right red; 

linear frequency scale).

Fig.16 T+A DAC 8, Bez2, HF intermodulation 

spectrum, DC–30kHz, 19+20kHz at 0dBFS into 

100k ohms, 44.1kHz data (left channel blue, right 

red; linear frequency scale).

Fig.17 T+A DAC 8, high-resolution jitter spectrum 

of analog output signal, 11.025kHz at –6dBFS, 

sampled at 44.1kHz with LSB toggled at 229Hz: 

16-bit TosLink data (left channel blue, right red). 

Center frequency of trace, 11.025kHz; frequency 

range, ±3.5kHz.
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qualities that made the best the best in the first place.
In other words, I love efficient, effective design that maxi-

mizes value. I perceive lots of thick metal and large knobs 
as being little more than extra fat, and overly detailed power 
supplies, with beautiful graphics and shiny surfaces, as exer-
cises in sensuality (in and of itself, not a bad thing) that lack 
restraint and focus. Often, those things are there because the 
designers have allowed themselves to chase every little detail 
down into a hole. 

T+A Elektroakustik’s DAC 8 DSD has none of these 
faults, yet approaches the performance of cost-no-object 
designs, and so represents good relative value at $3995. This 
is the distilled version of the tech found in T+A’s flagship 
models: nothing gratuitous, nothing included “just in case,” 
but plenty of careful choices made to maximize bang for 
buck.

Two caveats: I would have preferred a volume knob 
instead of buttons, and maybe a bit more oomph in the 
headphone section. But otherwise, I can’t fault the DAC 8 
DSD’s sound—it sits comfortably with the sounds of more 
expensive products, such as MSB Technology’s Analog 
DAC ($6995),2 Chord Electronics’ splendid-sounding Hugo 
TT ($4795),3 and Antelope Audio’s Zodiac Platinum ($5500 
as reviewed),4 all of which I’ve reviewed in the last two-and-
a-half years. And the DAC 8 DSD provided the best sound 
from DSD that I’ve heard.

If you’ve been following the clues, some of you already 
know where this is going to end: The T+A Elektroakustik 
DAC 8 DSD could be your stairway to sonic heaven. Q

unbalanced headphone jack.) Soundstage depth was slightly 
more apparent, but through Audeze’s LCD-X headphones 
with the levels matched and using both DACs unbalanced 
revealed no clear winner. With headphones, both the Ayre 
and the T+A bettered the Benchmark DAC2 HGC DAC, 
which sounded thinner than either.

Also on hand were the MrSpeakers Ether planar head-
phones, which are less sensitive than the Audezes (which are 
quite efficient for planar ’phones), requiring me to turn up 
the DAC 8 DSD a tad. In fact, though the T+A could get 
plenty loud with most recordings, it topped out in volume 
sooner than either the Ayre Codex or the Benchmark 
DAC2 HGC.

And as we wind on down the road

Finally, I invited a fellow audio-club member over for 
some listening, to compare the T+A DAC 8 DSD with the 
Benchmark DAC2 HGC in my main system. John Salvini 
is a pilot for United Airlines, so we put together a list of 
his favorite flying-related tracks. We began with Gordon 
Lightfoot’s “Early Morning Rain” (“Out on runway number 
9, big 707 set to go . . .”), which has been covered by the 
Grateful Dead, Peter, Paul & Mary, Elvis Presley, Bob Dylan, 
Judy Collins, and others. We ended up using the song’s first 
official recording, from 1965, on Ian & Sylvia’s Early Morning 
Rain (CD, Vanguard 79715). 

With the Benchmark, John noted that the acoustic guitar 
popped forward just a bit, while the instruments and voices 
balanced better through the T+A. We agreed that the DAC 
8 DSD sounded slightly more colorful tonally, less pastel 
or bleached, than the Benchmark. John remarked that the 
differences became noticeable only after we’d listened to the 
track four times all the way through with both DACs.

We were pulling up the Byrds’ “Eight Miles High” when 
we got sidetracked, and instead focused on an early pre-
Byrds track, “The Only Girl I Adore,” by Jim McGuinn 
(who later changed his name to Roger), David Crosby, and 
Gene Clark, who at that point called themselves the Jet 
Set. It’s a great, raw acoustic recording in mono, with gobs 
of character, three-part harmonies in fake Beatles accents, 
and “Yeah, Yeah, Yeah”s. It’s available on both the Byrd 
Parts (CD, Raven RVCD 77) and The PreFlyte Sessions (CD, 
Sundazed SC 11116).

With the T+A, we could pick out individual voices a bit 
better, though in both cases the lead vocal sounded very 
similar. However, John also noted that there was less body 
to the single acoustic guitar with the Benchmark. We finally 
did return to “Eight Miles High,” from Fifth Dimension (CD, 
Columbia/Legacy CK 64847), and agreed that the DAC 8 
DSD sounded a touch more dynamic, with more impact in 
the opening bass lines.

John agreed that it took concentration to detect these 
differences, but he felt it was worth the effort, and by the 
end of the afternoon had become more confident in telling 
DAC from DAC. Yes—with delicate differences hidden in 
subtle sonic shades that are far from obvious on first listen, 
it’s so damn hard to tell DACs apart, as Bruce Rowley notes 
in the intro.

The piper’s calling you to join him

Often, a company’s most expensive product is not its great-
est product. The flagship might be the best they have to 
offer, but for me, greatness requires paring down any excess 
to the absolute minimum, while retaining the essence of the 

2 See review in the April 2014 issue: http://tinyurl.com/j7arhbo.

3 See review in the November 2015 issue: www.stereophile.com/content/chord-
electronics-hugo-tt-da-headphone-amplifier.

4 See review in the September 2014 issue: http://tinyurl.com/nu5l3ny.

Digital Sources Apple MacBook Pro computer (2.66GHz 

Intel Core 2 Duo, 8GB RAM, 512GB SSD) running OS 

10.11.5, Roon v.1.2 Build 142, JRiver Media Center 19, iTunes 

12, Amarra Computer Music Player, VLC, Reaper 5.20.100, 

XLD; Western Digital NAS device (2TB); Oppo BDP-103 

universal BD player; Meridian Sooloos Control 15 & QNAP 

TS-669 Pro NAS; Apple iPad Air & iPhone 6; Benchmark 

DAC1 USB & DAC2 HGC DACs, Ayre Acoustics QB-9DSD 

& Codex digital processors; AudioQuest DragonFly USB 

DAC.

Preamplifier Marantz AV7005 in Pure Direct Mode.

Power Amplifiers Classé CAM 350 monoblocks (2).

Loudspeakers MartinLogan Prodigy & BalancedForce 212 

subwoofers (2). Desktop & recording monitoring system: 

Emotiva Airmotiv 5S, Velodyne Servo-F subwoofer.

Headphones AKG K 240, Audeze LCD-X, AudioQuest 

NightHawk, Grado Labs HP1, MrSpeakers Ether, NAD Viso, 

Sennheiser Amperior.

Cables Interconnect: AudioQuest Victoria (for DragonFly) 

& Diamond USB & HD6 Carbon S/PDIF (studio to listening 

room), Cardas Clear USB & Neutral Reference S/PDIF & 

Clear Balanced Headphone, Kimber Kable line level (vari-

ous), XLO HT Pro line level & S/PDIF. Speaker: Kimber 

Kable BiFocal XL.

AC Power Dedicated 40A line (amplifiers), separate dedi-

cated 15A lines (digital & analog components).—Jon Iverson
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